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On Thi s Couch
on this couch I recline,
dreaming of you,
and all the ones I shared
my dreams with, or/on this couch.
and if you ask me
why I do whatever I do,
it's because it's my deepest desire
to be true to myself and you.
it is my debt to pleasure,
all that I can do,
be myself and live
as good as I can.
enjoy the moment, whatever I do,
wherever I am, wherever I go.
never seek for perfection,
for then I would get bored.
the more I am told,
the less I believe.
the more I know,
I prefer to forget.
I trust in no one,
and nobody trust me.
everyone sees the same things
from a different point of view,
believing it's the one and only one.
I got my thoughts and I
got my visions,
so I thought let's try and see!
I got my dreams and I
got my desires,
so I said let’s wake and rise!
sweet memories,
some bitter aftertaste,
tried to be a good boy,
as good as I can be –
according to my very own ideals ...

Prote ct M e
oh lord, please protect me
from all those fears inside,
show me a nice and safe place,
a place where I can hide!
they are running behind me,
they follow at my feet —
it is getting harder
to make ends meet.
is it my imagination,
or is it really true?
they are making children,
they are making war,
they are making money,
and they always want more.
I am running faster,
(as) fast as I can.
don't know which direction,
or from where I came.
is it my imagination,
or is it really true?

what are all those pictures,
pictures in my head?
galleries surround me,
(they are) making me so mad.
the press of the world,
the media, and the truth,
all the sad stories we hear,
and those never told.
is it my imagination,
or is it really true?
take me in your arms,
whoever you may be —
wish I had an army
to comfort thee!
wish I had an army
to conquer thee!

Across The S ea
across the deep blue sea,
there is something
that waits for thee.
deep down on the deepest ground,
there is a treasure to be found.
in the deserts of the Nile/denial,
spring does not last long –
in the heat of the summer,
all the blossoms be gone.
things are getting out of hand ...
all our toys made in China
by some billions of slaves,
while Great Wall Street is crumbling,
and so is heavenly peace.
and the winners buy the world ...
the rising sun is drowning
in those radiant waves –
way beyond the horizon,
no place on earth remains untouched.
you may travel far off land,
but you will never understand ...
... what(ever) you will see,
is only what you want to see!
way over the highest peaks,
someone for pleasure seeks.
deep down on the deepest ground,
there is a treasure to be found.
somewhere across the deep blue sea,
there is something
that waits for thee!

So met hi ng’s Com ing Up
something's coming up,
it is plain to see —
just what it is, nobody knows.
so let's just hang around and wait!
day out day in,
the sun goes up.
day in day out,
the sun goes down.
I think I'm getting bored now,
there's little I can do —
it’s always others who decide.
we will disappear,
that is plain to see —
just when or how we do not know.
so let us hang around and wait!

Wei rd Thing s
weird things are going on,
something's happening out there –
down in the desert,
and over here
(around the corner, very near).
some lose their heads,
for others lost their minds.
they got no heart, they got no soul,
they got no brain, they got no job,
they got no goal, they know no rules,
they got no home, don't go to school.
they got no mom, the got no dad,
don't care to live, nor to be dead.
they got their god,
and they got guns.
whoever said god was dead,
it seems they were wrong.
man keeps turning back
to where he came from –
back to the past,
back to the cave.
no more enlightened,
wash your brain,
you adore what you
don’t understand.
eyes wide open,
still don't see –
worship things you cannot
comprehend.
if you thought god was dead,
I guess you were wroing ...
they got a job, they own a home/house,
they got a car, they have a wife,
and they got kids, and they have
everything they need.
they got their god,
and they got guns ...
well, I thought that god was dead,
but it seems I was wrong ...

Bubb les (Cast les O f S and)
castles of sand, houses of glass,
crystal palaces, bubbles of soap —
you run around with a
rock in your hand,
you run around throwing stones.
you run around with a
rock in your hand,
aiming at targets unknown.
hours of glass, upside down,
running backwards, breaking apart —
you stand around with a
watch in your hand,
you wait around wasting time.
you got the power and the
keys in your hand,
but you just sit there and watch.
castles of sand, all made by hand.
the sea is rising, the tide comes in,
washes away all the sand,
wave by wave,
destroying all you ever made,
washes away all your pride,
wave by wave,
swallowing all of your wealth.

it's getting warmer, it's getting hot,
still they are dressing in furs.
some have too much, and some do not,
and some are burning our cash.
houses on sale, they moved away.
got no home, and no place to stay.
while the bad guys got away again,
all those bastards got away.
all the bankers get away once more,
with more than ever before.
your gloves are dirty,
your hands are clean.
where are you going?
where have you been?
you run around with a
gun in your hand —
what's going on in your mind?
you run around with a
torch in your hand –
tell me what's going to burn?

Do ing The G arden
doing the garden, dig the weeds –
if you are hungry, you got to eat.
got no bread just grab the cake,
grab a spade and take a rake!
proceed to the backyard,
(don't) break the rules,
(don't) break the silence,
break up the soil!
sow the seeds and
watch them grow
slow but tall.
turn your arms into a plough,
grow your own grain,
knead the dough.
use your hands and use your fists,
bake your own bread, if you wish!
no more hunting, no more gathering —
single creatures by themselves,
individuals thank & praise their
land and lord.
we are all doing it these days,
for there is little else to do.
once essential to survive
becomes a sparetime passion.
praise the soil and
praise the latest fashion!
when all else is lying low,
it's nice to watch those vegies grow.
when the world is going down,
you still rely on your front lawn.
hands full of mud,
your skin gets harder,
dirt 'neath your nails to polish
up your class.
bend and bow, but do not break
your back or neck!
sow the seeds and watch them grow
slow but tall.

Down T he Ro ad

Pictures Of A L andscape

one day I was running down the road,
every day I'm running down the road —
nothing else to do,
I was fucking bored,
so I kept running,
running down the road.

taking a walk through the fields,
watching the birds overhead.
there's no people around
on the vast and muddy ground.

I keep driving in my car.
oh yes, I keep driving in my car.
I don't want to walk,
I'm too lazy and too fat —
one day I'll be running out of gas.
a stone was rolled up the hill.
then I saw the same stone roll down.
someone rolled it up, but
it kept rolling down —
the stone was rolling
up and down the hill.
I'd love to go swimming in the sea,
like a fish I’d be swimming in the sea.
all the fish's been fished,
frozen and fried —
now I'm pretty lonesome in the tide.
often I am dreaming I could fly,
fly like a bird in the sky.
the sky is full of planes,
and every idiot's flying —
I feel very sorry for them birds.
I wish I could look inside your brain.
I wish that I could read your mind!
then after a while,
I got to know your thoughts —
I'm glad I cannot see any more.
no, I don’t want to know no more,
I don't really want to
read or hear or smell or feel or touch
no more.
M ay R ain
I hear from you and it's grabbing me,
I'm being worried by what I see.
I'm dwelling here and I'm doing fine,
I know what's up and
you know what's mine,
and it's all right, you go to go,
got to leave your daddy behind,
go to go, got to see for yourself!
years ago I met you, having strayed,
then one evening, it got late.
early in the morning the next day,
you were gone,
but your thought(s)
would still turn me on.
the river's high, for the rain has fallen
for too many days –
well, it may rain in May for many days,
or maybe more,
and maybe it's too much.
may it be cold every day.
I hear the news and it's nothing new,
and I keep wondering what to do.
millions of Eu-/heroes in the ground –
I know what's up, and
you know I’m down,
but it's all right, you go to go,
got to leave big brother behind,
go to go, got to see for yourself –
and it will be all right!

pictures of the past,
I thought long long gone,
appear at the edge
of a different world,
somewhere in the back of my mind,
here at the edge of my life,
somewhere in a corner of this world.
dark quiet river flows
along rows of willow trees,
pastures endless and flat,
the land is green and fat.
foggy breath in the reeds,
that's where sheep and cattle feed —
this is where we will meet,
this is where we will meet,
somewhere in a corner
of this world.
bunkers of concrete and steel,
a chain along the frontier.
a curtain of iron and mines
has fallen years ago.
one chapter is closed,
and one's begun —
no more the end of the road,
no more the end of the world —
it's not the end of the game,
the story is not over yet!

I nsi de Mysel f
I looked inside myself,
but found nobody home.
I walked around the house,
but I was all alone.
nothing but empty jars
on an empty shelf,
besides the emptiness
I was all by myself.
the doors were open,
the windows were all closed,
the shades pulled down, but I
still felt quite exposed.
a draught was drifting
gently through the hall,
a scent of innocence,
a childhood to recall.
there was no radio,
no stereo, no TV –
the lights were on,
but still I could not see.
I did not make a sound,
and nothing I could hear –
a dreadful silence
penetrates my ear.
picked up the telephone,
the line seemed to be dead –
the weirdest images
were going through my head.
no one to talk to,
and not a hand to touch –
just about nothing,
which is not very much.
no heart to beat for,
and not a soul to sell –
there ain't no spirit here

as far as I can tell.
I'm touching no one,
and no one's touching me,
I touch myself a bit
and play with phantasie.
even if I scream and shout,
no one gives a damn –
not even non-existing
neighbors would complain.
ask myself a question,
still waiting for response ...
I'm getting hungry,
the food is running out,
and I start wondering
what this is all about ...

Mo untains
mountains move
not as fast as we do.
mountains don't move
as fast as we do.
they move quite slow,
still, they grow.
folding up, falling down —
crumbling on end.
they melt inside
under their own weight.
sometimes explode,
sometimes collapse.
today, I'll climb up to the top,
and from up there I'll look down.
once the bottom of the sea,
now the top of the world —
as high as the sky,
almost touching the sun.

Nev er Tol d You
you don't know how much I love you
for I have never told you.
I never said I love you,
for I did not know.

no possessions, need no chains!
each time over, it's the same –
we might get older,
but won't get smart!
I will be forever faithful,
even if you leave me.
I will be forever with you,
even when I'm gone,
but everything looks different,
when it's over and we're done.

Hand I n H an d
my hand in your hand,
and your hand in mine.
my hands on your face,
and yours touching mine.
your breath in my face,
your words in my ear —
I try to listen, but I do not hear.
whenever I'm with you,
you're feeling fine.
whatever I'm doing,
I'm just being kind.
your fingers through my hair,
my heart is on your mind.
my head lies in your lap,
your heart is in my hands.
I'm facing your mind
and you're facing mine.
I'm losing my head,
I'm losing my face.
I'm losing my faith
while chosing my fate.
your heart may be with me,
our minds are apart.
I look into your eyes,
but I see someone else.
you give me so much —
more than I can take.

I love the mind, the soul & the body,
I love some bodies' mind & soul –
all it comes down to is
searching for the whole.

you're holding my hand,
you're holding me back —
there's no space between us,
there's no space to move.
your body next to mine,
but I'm far away.
I need the distance,
and I want you near.

I want to share my feelings
my body and my thoughts,
want to share my sheets & covers
and wish you keep me warm.
I need no muse to amuse myself,
and not to waste my time!

for presents I don't ask,
it's presence that I need –
a presence of the mind,
the body & the soul .
all I need is you,
but I want something else.

we care for another,
while I care for others, too.
for every body is different,
and no mind is the same.
if I'm not indifferent,
who really is to blame?
share the passion, mind the pain!
past disasters left their scars –
still I'm reaching for the stars.
everybody's happy,
as long as no one knows.
but everybody wants to
be the only one,
or else be lonely,
and rather see me gone.

you're not yourself,
you're someone else.
you're not the one
you think you are.
you're still the same,
you're still insane –
you play the game,
we do the same.

Rew ind The Clo ck

it doesn't matter if you fail,
it doesn't matter if you fall,
it doesn't matter if you live,
it doesn't matter if you lie –
you're not alone,
you are not the only one –
just keep pretending,
keep going on!

S trip Nak ed
strip, strip naked —
I want to get under your skin
I want to get down to the bone.

empty eyes, filled with tears,
staring nowhere – way out of sight.
countless hours being lost,
add up to a whole life laid in waste.
tomorrow may come sorrow,
I'm living for today!
tomorrow may hang over,
tomorrow I'll be blue.
tomorrow won't remember yesterday ...

rewind the clock and find yourself
all wrapped up in fairy tales.
childhood fears not disappeared –
the anger has not gone but grown.

take off your clothes,
take off your make up,
take off that costume,
take off that mask!

all those tears in which we drowned,
they have now dried up,
leaving but a salty crust,
sparkling in the dirt –
sparkling crystals in the dust.

remove the surface, all made up –
I want to see what's underneath!
I'd like to know if there is anything,
anything I believe.

I'm just sitting here wasting time,
and no one ever comes around.
I could be dead, I could be gone —
I am nowhere to be found.

strip me naked –
I want you to get under my skin,
I want you to get down to my bone!

so many stories to be told,
secrets to unfold.
another song no one will hear,
visions not to be seen.

rewind the clock and find yourself
all wrapped up in little lies.
teenage fears won't disappear –
the anger will not go but grow!
I'm not myself, I'm someone else,
I'm not the one I thought I was,
I'm still the same, I'm still insane –
I play the game, you do the same.

Thr O ak T re e
one night I stand there,
right by the oak tree,
I lean my back to the bark.
abandoned sawmill,
surrounding silence,
except a dog barks in the dark.
you told me to relax,
look at the stars and the moon.
it's late december, unusual soft wind,
a velvet breeze round my thighs
keeps us warm inmidst the night.
you kneel in front of me,
and while your head is swayin',
I feel your tongue keeps playing,
and I don't want you to stop.
mighty black branches
a million twiggies
reach for the bright winter sky ...

Co ncordia
so much beauty, so much pleasure,
such a cutie, such a treasure.
we are wealthy and we're almighty,
on the surface all is shiny.
we’re so glamorous, and so amorous,
how we got here is not your business!

once uncertain fears
have now found solid ground –
all illusions gone,
while new ones take their place.

laws are made for common people —
we don't need no limitations!

we're obsolete, but innovative,
out of date, but quite immortal.
got no doubts and got no scruples —
here and now, but no tomorrow!
oversized and very hungry,
pay no tax, don't care for welfare.
how we dress is all important —
spread the news and fill the covers!
so much time and so much leisure,
having fun without no measure.
brightest lights cast deepest shadows,
too important to be questioned.

wipe off my makeup,
tear off my clothes,
take off my costume,
pull down my mask!
ignore the surface, all made up –
I'd like to show what's underneath.
I'd like to know if there is anything,
anything you’d believe.
rip up, rip up the curtain,
tear down the walls,
open up wide and let me
look inside –
show me what you got, and what you
got to hide!
strip, strip naked –
I want to find what’s on your mind,
I’ll take a train into your brain,
I want to crawl into your soul,
I want to ... part of your heart.

J ust Anot he r Drin k
just another sip,
just another glass,
just another drink, and I know
it won't be the last!
diluting my mind, I'm fading away,
but once I started I can't stop.
don't want to know
what's going on out there –
I am quite happy with myself,
as long ...
those magic jars
mean everything to me,
make me comfortably numb and tired
spilling sweetness down my throat
where there is/was none.
please don't tell me what to do,
just leave me alone!
I don't care if you don't care for me,
don't interfere, or I go mad,
and if you dare I'll smash your ... !
there is nothing that I need to hide,
and there's nothing more to say –
wish that I could fade away
and disappear ...

Wastin g T im e

and if the whole ship goes down,
I will drown with you,
I will go down, too.
it could be good, it could be fine —
it could be so beautiful!
yes, we can! and, yes, we could!
if only we knew what we should.
we own everything we need to own,
let us not abuse it!
we know all we need to know,
but we don't know how to use it.
and if the whole ship goes down,
I will drown with you,
I will go down, too.

T he Law
by Alexander Curtis
Not to go about on all-fours,
Not to scratch trees
with our claws,
Not to eat animals or other men,
Indeed are we not one of them?
But now something's been going on
And it looks like
we've been doing wrong;
Cattle and swans
have been attacked;
Somebody's scratching
bark in the park.
The law was spoken
from a cloud of smoke,
The law was written
on a slab of stone.
The law was spoken
from a cloud of smoke,
The law was written
on a slab of stone.
The Man from Tomorrow says
it's all our fault.
The Man from Tomorrow says
that we must pay.
The Wolf-Man said but
that cannot be,
The Wolf-Man said
that's pure hypocrisy!

In a rage the Man
beat him bare,
In a rage we said but
that's not fair!
The next day was the day
the Wolf-Man died
And we knew we had to decide.
If what's unjust must not be done,
Then the Wolf-Man's death
must be undone.
So we racked our brains
to find a way
To bring the Wolf-man back again.
Locking the Man up in a cage,
We gave him a potion to intake.
Righting the wrong
that shouldn't be done,
We brought the Wolf-Man back
as a moonlight song.
For when he changed us into men,
The Man made a potion
to turn us back again,
Back to the animals
that we once were,
Back to the life
that he'd disturbed.
Now each of us takes his potion too,
Each of us wants to leave this zoo.
All that we shall leave behind
Is the Wolf-Man howling
when the moon is bright.
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